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Tho ChLc.igo T.r.·;:uwit Allt,hortty ovlTls'Jnd oper-a to s many types
()I' buse o ,,,hleh VIlp,1 in their cons t.ruc t.l.on and opo rat.Lon , liJost
~;tatJ.ollf) ope raLe tw:> or more types of buso s , and, for this
reacori, Bus Oporators are ro q-rl.rcd to QLH1.1ify on several types.

IIlhe purpose of this manual is to explain t.he principles
of bus opozvt cion arid to de scr l bo the ba al.c equipment which is
simi.J.,1,r on all types of buae a, This manuaI will serve as a
[,'Uirin for Bus Opervrto r-s during their in1 tiJll tr;=tining and as a
r-e.I'eronco Lhr-oughout. the'lr empl.oymen t vIi th CT,\.



THE OPERAroR
The Opera tor is an important member of the CTA organization,

as he is responsible for providing safe and efficient service to
hundreds of passengers each day.

To meet this responsibility, the Operator· must possess the
qualities of mental alertness anq physical stamina. He must also
have the ability to recognize and meet situations with quick thinking

and coordinated use of his
eyes, ears, hands, and feet.
The Operator must be aware that
del~ing the application of
brakes for a fraction of a
second means traveling an
additional distance (22 feet
at 20 M.P.H.- 33 feet at
30 M.P.H.; 44 feet at 40 M.P.H.;
etc.). This additional distance
can be the difference bet~en
a safe stop and an accident.

To attain proficiency in
.bus operation, the Opera tor

must achieve two objectives.
First, he must learn correct
standard driving practices.
Second, after he has learned
these standard driving practices,
he must apply them untii they
become habitual.

The Operator must also acquire a general knowledge of the
principal parts of the .bus, including their purpose and function.
The Operator must have this knowledge to achieve a high degree of
operating skill.

Regardless of the 'driving ability developed by the Operator,
he must keep his mind on the job at all times for the safety of his
passengers, of pedestrians, of other drivers, and of himself. The
Operator is not like the average motorist who spends only a few
hours a week driving. The motorist is strictly an amateur driver.
The Operator, on the other hand, earns his livelihood driving a bus.
He must be an expert--a professional driver. He must assume far
more responsibility than the amateur driver. Not only must he avoid
being the cause of an accident, he must drive to prevent others from
having accidents involving him.

1HE EQUIPMENT
The buses operated by CTA hav~ been built with many provisions

for economical operation, ease of cont.roL, good'performance, safety,
dependability, and long life. The Operator must operate the bus
properly to obtain the best use of these provis~ons.

* *
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The Operator must have 'a knowl.edge of the
Iunc t.Loris of the var'Lous gauges on the
instrument panel, as these gauges hldj.cate
if .t.he vital parts of the bus are i'unction-
i.ng properly.

The \va~.L...Tempe£.at~:re Gaug~indicates the temperature of the liquid
in the cooling system. All buses are equipped ivi th a water tempera-
ture gauge. Someare also equipped wi th a red :Lndicator lieht and/or

an audible alarm. If the
pointer of the gauge is in
the danger zone (over 2200),
or if the red indicator light
stays 1\ On'", or if the al.arm
sounds while the bus is in
opera ti on, it indicate s tha t
the engine is too hot. If
the bus has been moving at
a slow rate of speed, the
Operator must increase the
speed of the engine for a
short period of time. ~is
will permit the liquid in
the cooling system to
circulate more rapidly and
become cool. If this action

does not reduce the temperature, the bus must be curbed and the
engine shut off to prevent serious damage. 'Ihe Operator must not
add water to an engine under any circumstances. The Operator must
transfer the passengers to another bus and call the Radio Dispatcher,
giving his badge number, location, run number, direction, bus number,
and the reason for curbing the bus.

lhe Oil Pressure Ga~ indicates the pressure in the oil circulating
system.

An buses are equipped with an all pressure gauge. Someare
also equipped \.Jith an ;indicator light and/or an audible al.am , If
the pointer of the gau:ge drops below 5 pounds at id.ling speed or below

. 20 pounds at 20 M.P.H. or
faster, or if the indica-
tor light flickers or
goes "Onu, or if the
alarm sounds when idling
speed is increased, it
indicates oil pressure
failure. The bus must
be curbed, and the
engine shut off to
prevent serious damage.
The Operatal" must trans-
fer the passengers to
another bus and call
the Radio Dispateher,
giving his badge number,
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location, run nwnber,direction, bus number, and the reason for
curbing the bus.

The AmmeterGaugeindicates the ainount of electricity flowing into
and out of the battery.

All buses are equipped with an ammeter gauge. Someare also
equipped ''l:lth a red indicator light. If the pointer of the gauge
is on the plus (+) side of zero, or the ind.i.cator light is "Off",

it indicates
that the battery
is being charged.
If the pointer
of the gauge is
on the minus (-)
side of the zero,
or the indicator
light is "On"
while the engine
is running at
idling speed,

it indicates that the battery is being discharged.

If there is an indication that the battery is being constantly
discharged while the bus is operating at 20 M.P.H. or faster,the
Operator must call the Badd,o Dispatcher, Lnf'orm him of the situation,
request a bus change, and stay in service until a bus change can be
made.

The Air Pressure Gauge'indicates the pressure of the air stored in
the storage tank whi.ch supplies the air for the operation of the
brakes, windshield wipers, doors, and other air controlled devices.

All buses are equipped
with an air pressure gauge.
Someare also equipped w.lth
an audible alarm. The pointer
of the gauge must indicate at
least 75 pounds pressure before
the bus is moved. If the
pointer of the gauge registers
below 75 pounds or above 120
pounds, .or if the alann sounds

TODOOR while the bus is in operation,
CONTROLS it indicates a failure in the

air compressor governor. The
bus .must be' curbed and the
engine shut off. The Operator
must call the Radio Dispatcher,

inform him of the situation, and ask for a decision on what action
to take.

/
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To .opera te safely and efficiently, the
Operator must understand the functions
of the various working pforts of the bus.

The Brakes are operated Qy air pressure and controlled by a foot
pe da.I , When pressure is applied on this pedal, it allows air to
flow into the brake chambers. The air in'the c~nbers is converted
into mechanical energy that produces equal pressure on the four
brake drums, causing the bus to stop. The brake pedal must not be
depressed too rapidly and with too much force, as this action will
cause "stone wall" stops.

The Operator must not keep his foot on the brake pedal unneces-
sarily, as this will cause the brake lining to wear out prematurely.
The Hand Brake is connected to'the drive shaft, and is used when
the bus is to be parked on an incline, in an emergency when the
air brakes fail, and whenevez- the bus is left unatt~,.

The hand brake is interlocked
with the accelerator pedal so that
when the brake is set, the pedal is
difficult to depress. This feature
i ~ll!i:qder for the Operator to •
release the hand brake before moving
the bus.

The Mechanical fYpe Transmissio~
is operated by the coordinated use of

'\--,the gear shift lever and the clutch
pedal. The gear shift lever is used
to mesh the transmission gears, which

WHEN THE HAND BRAKE IS SET, THE ACCEL- provide the various speeds and powers
ERATOR PEDAL IS DIFFICULT TO DEPRESS of the bus. The clutch pedal is ,used

to disconnect the transmission gears,
pennitting the Operator to shift gears.

lfuen the Operator starts the engine, the gear shift lever must
be in the neutral position. When ready to move the bus, the Operator
depresses the clutch pedal, sets the gear shift lever in the first
forward position, and slowly releases the clutch pedal while
depressing the accelerator pedal. The bus must attain a speed of
five (5)miles per hour before the Operator shifts from first to
second gear, and a speed of tlienty (20) miles per hour before he
shifts from second to third gear.

The Operator must always depress the clutch pedal before
attempting to move the gear shift lever. If the Operator f~ils to
do this, the transmission gears will be stripped.
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All buses with mechanical type transmissions must be double

clutched to prevent the clashing of gears. Lbubleclutching consists
of depressing the clutch pedal twice when shifting gears; ,once when
shifting from one gear to neutral, and again when shifting from
neutral to another gear.
The Automatic Type Transmission is operated by a shift selector lever,
which, when set in the forward or reverse position, automatically .
shifts gears while the bus is accelerating.

When the Operator starts the engine, the shift selector must be
in the neutral position. When ready to move the bus, he places his
foot on the brake, sets the shift selector lever in the forward (F)
position, and de~resses the accelerator pedal. The transmission is
au tcmat.Lc, and a transmission governor detennines .when the other
forward shifts come into action. The Operator leaves the shift
selector lever in the forward position when proceeding in the forward
direction. However, when the Operator makes a service stop, he must
keep the br~ke pedal depressed until he is ready to move the bus again
to keep the bus from "creeping" forw~ro. When the Operator wants to
move in the reverse direction, he moves the shift selector lever from
neutral position SlO1vly into the forward position, then into the
reverse position.
1he Accelerator Pedal is connec'ced to the carburetor throttle which
controls the amount of fuel-air mixture adrnitted to the engine.

Depressing the
pedal opens the
throttle valve
which increases
the amoun t of
fuel-air mixture
admi tted to the
engine; releas~g
the pedal closes
the throttle valve

which reduces the amount of fuel-air mixture admitted to the engine.

TO CYL~RS - .•••,,:-.-...--- -.••..._-- - AIR ~ OAS _
~MIXTURE-

The Choke controls the amount of air entering the carburetor, which
affects the content of the fuel-air mixture admitted to the engine.
Depressing the choke button (or pulling out the choke lever) reduces

~ the amount of air pulled into the
LL~~ carburetor and allows a richer fuel-

=, .=0'=..=..=,.'====••=~= __==:=:!:-f!=.=== air mixture to entel'the engine.
':~~J'~~'.~_ ~AIR,'''''; •. -

I GAS

~KE
~UT

In cold weather, or when the engine
is cold" the choke must 'be used
when starting the engine. If the
engine is warm, the use of the choke
is unnecessary.
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'TheOperator must not use the choke any longer than is necessary,
as excessive use will flood the carburetor and dilute the oil in the
engine.

The Ignit.ion Switc~ opens and closes the circuit between the battery
and the distributor.

Iurrring the switeh "On" completes
the electrical circuit, permitting
the starting and running of the
engine. 'furning the svdtch "Of'f?'
breaks the circuit and shuts off
the engine.

The Starter Button opens and doses the circuit between the battery
and starter motor.

Depressing the
button completes
the circuit between
the battery and
starter motor. The
rotation of the
starter cranks the
engine.

~ '~.~r-L~~~I,~/~
STARTER BtlTTC*'" BATTER'" + &TAR'TER MoTOR + ENGINE = POWER

The Operator must not depress the starter button for more than
7 seconds at a, time, and must allow an interval of at least 5 seconds
between starting attempts. This interval prevents the starter motor
from being damagedand the battery from being weakened.

The Operator must release the starter button as soon as the
engine starts to prevent the starter motor from being damaged.

Light Stutches, located within easy reach of the Operator, control
the headlights, destination sign lights, domelights, dash lights,
and turn indicator lights. There is also 'a foot-operated switch
which raises and lowers the beam of the headlights.
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\-linJ..ishieldWl-persare operated by air pressure and are cont.roLLed
by means of valves located on the instrument panel.

The Operator must make certa.in that the ail' pressure is at
least 75 pounds while the windshield 1.vipersare in operation. If
the air pressure falls be.l ot.• 75 pounds, the Operator must shut off the
windshield wipers until the air pressure is again built up. If the
weather is so inclement that the Operator cannot safely operate the
bus without the use of the ,vdndshield wipers, the Operator must stop
the bus and wait until the air -pressure is built up before proceeding.
The Operator must also shut off the windshield wipers when the engine
is not running, or is idling.

The Door Control Lever pennits the Operator to control the opening
and closing of the front and rear doors of the bus. The lever has
five ~ositions l.vhic:hpermit the fol101<lingdoor operations:

For'-1ardfrom neutral

1st forward posi.tion
2nd forward position

Opens front door
Opens front door and penni ts rear
door to be opened'

Return to neutral from forward

1st forward position
Neutral position

Reverse from neutral
1st reverse position

2nd reverse posi~ion

!fturn to neutral from

1st reverse position
Neutral position

Prevents rear door from opening
Closes front door:

Permits rear door to be opened

Opens front door and permits rear
door to be opened

reverse

Closes front door
Prevents rear door from opening
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Bus fuors are equipped vlith rubber edges to protect passengers in case
they are struck by the doors while the doors are closing. All rear
doors, except push-type doors, are equipped with a sensitive edge.
When this sensitive edge comes in contact with an object, it caUSES
the closing door to reverse its closing movement.

On buses equipped with rear treadle-type doors, the rear doors
open when a passenger steps on the treadle step, providing the
Operator has the door control lever on a position which permits the
rear door to be opened. The rear door closes automatically after
the last alighting passenger has stepped off the treadle step. These
buses have a rear door indica.tor light located on the dashboard. This
light goes on when the door control lever is on a position which
penni ts the rear door to be _opened. An interlocking feature locks
the accelerator pedal and prevents it from being depressed as long
as the door control lever is on a position which permits the rear
door to be opened. The Ope rator- must place the door control lever
in the neutral position to release the interlocking feature and
permit the accelerator pedal to be depressed.

In the event passengers are keeping the rear door open by standing
on the treadle step, the Operator must request the passengers to step
off the treadle step so that the rear door will close and the bus can
be moved. If the passengers do not move, the Operator must close the
rear door by use of the treadle interrupter switch, located on the
instrument panel. Before closing the rear door in this manner, the
Operator must make certain that a passenger is not in a position to be
struck by the closing doors. -

In the event passengers \\ri.thsmall children or with numerous
packages are alighting at the rear door, the Operator must open the
rear doors and hold them open by use of the door emergency svlitch
located on the instrument panel. Before permitting the rear doors
to close, the Operator nmst make certain that the passengers are
clear of the doors.

A passenger emergency cord Ivith a ball attachment is located
above the rear door. This cord can be pulled by the passengers to
open the rear door in an emergency.

On buses equipped with rear·push-type doors, the rear doors
open when a passenger pushes on them, providing the Operator has the
door control lever on a position which permits the rear doors to be
pushed open. The rear doors close automatically after they have
been pushed open. These buses have a rear door indicator light,
located on the daShboard, and a passengers' door signal light,
located over each rear door. These lights go on when the rear doors
are open or if the door control lever is on a position Which penmits
the rear doors to be pushed open. An interlOCking feature makes the
accelerator pedal difficult to depress as long as the rear doors are
open or are set to be pushed open. The Operator must place the door
control lever in t.heneutral position to lock the rear doors before
moving-the bus.
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A passenger emergency s.utch is located between the rear doors.

Oper'atdrig this switch unlocks the rear doors so that they may be
pushed open by passen~ers in an emergency.

An EmergencyExit Door, located near the center of the left side of
the bus; provides an additional exit for passengers in the event of
an emer-gency,

The emergency door is equipped with a horizon tal bar and an
audible alamo The hordsonta'l bar is used to open the exit door.
If the horizontal bar is moved slightly from the closed position,
the audible alarm will sound.

'1'hePressure Type Fire Extin~isheJ:.: contains carbon tetrachloride
liquid which is kept in the extinguisher tank under pressure. A
gauge is located on the top of the extinguisher which registers
the amount of pressure in the tank. The Operator is required to
check the pressure on the extinguisher before pulling out of the
station, and if the gauge shows belo\-[100, the Operator must turn
in the extineuisher to the shop mechanic and obtain another.

To operate the extinguisher, the handle on the top of the
extinguisher is turned counte r-c'Iockwfse , This allows the compressed
air to escape into the cylinder where the fluid is stored. A hose is
located near the top of the extangut snez-, At the end of the hose is
a nozzle with a lever-type valve. Whenthe lever. is con~ressed, it
causes a stream of fluid ~o be ejected.

The PumpType Fire Ext~nguisher also contains carbon tetrachloride
liquid. As there is no, gauge on the extinguisher, the Operator must
detennine whether it isij,full by weight or by shaking the extinguisher.
'1'heOperator is z-equd.red to check the ex:tinguisher before pulling out
of the station. If an extinguisher is empty, the Operat.or' must turn
in the extinguisher to .the shop mechanic and obtain another.

To operate the extinguisher, the handle on the top of the
extinguisher is turned coUnter-clockwise, releasing the plunger.
Pumpingthe plunger ejects a stream of fluid from the bottom of the
extinguisher.

The Powder TYpeFire Extinguisher contains dry chemical and a sealed
cylinder of carbon dioxide. Before pulling out of the station, the
Operator is required to check that the sealed cylinder has not been
punctured previously. If a cylinder has been punctured, the Operator
must turn in the extinguisher to the shop mechanic and obtain another.

To operate the ex~inguisher, the ring pin at the top of the
extinguisher must be pulled out. The ball lever at the top of the
extinguisher is then pushed dOvm, which punctures the sealed cylinder
of carbon dioxide. The Operator then opens the nozzle at the bottom
of the extinguisher, permitting a stream of chemical powder to be
ejected.
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~Jhenfighting a fire with any type fire extinguisher, the
Operator murrt aim the str-eamat the base of the fire. This permi. ts
the fluid or powder to cover the fire and prevents oxygen from
reaching the flame, thus smothering the blaze.

An extinguisher which has been
used must be reported and marked
on the Sign-In Sheet for refill.
If the eA~inguisher is emptied
while the bus is in service,
the Radio Dispatcher must be
called and a request made for
another extinguisher.

OPERATINGTHE BUS

A Pre-PullOut Check is made by the Operator prior to pulling a
bus out of bhe station. The Operator- checks the interior and
exterior of the bus and reports all items not in safe or proper
condition to the mechanic or shop f'orerqan,

'!he pre-pullout check is made to as sure that

1. Tires are properly Lnf'Lated
2. Exte:ior of the bus is free f~)m marks, scratches,

dent.s, and holes other than those already marked by
the Shops Department

3. Fuel and water compartment doors are closed
4. Motor and battery doors are closed5. Steps, floor, seats, and grab rails are clean and

in good condition
6. Fire extinguisher is full. or ShOHSproper pressure
7. Fare box is in good operating condition
8. All necessary operating switches are in the "On"

position

Uponcompleting the pre-pullout check, the Operator starts
the engine, and then checks the safety features and control devices
to make certain that they are in good operating condition. 7hese
features and devi.ces include the 'vTlndshield wipers, front and rear
doors, interior and exterior lights, horn, heaters, buzzer,
destination signs, and brakes. '£hegauges must be checked for
proper indications.

'Whenthe check is complete, the Operator adjusts the Operator's
seat and all the mirrors on the bus to the best positions for safety
and comfort. \Vbenthe air pres sur-e gauge indicates air pressure of
75 pounds, the Operator maypull the bus out.
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On The Road

Once on the road, the Operator must be mental.Iy and physically
alert. His hands must be diagonally opposite each other on the wheel.

'Ihe Operator must, keep his right foot on the accelerator pedal,
but in a posftd.on to move to the brake peda.Linstantly when necessary.
His eyes must be on the road, glancing from left to right, at the side
view and rear vi8l~ mirrors, and occasionally at the instrument panel.

The Operator must also remember that if the bus engine misses,
backfires repeatedly, or acts sluggish at any time, re~prcp.ess of the
indica tions displayed on the gauges, the bus must be curbed and the
engine 'shut off. The Operator must tra.nsfer the passengers and call
the Radio llispa tcher, givine; his badge number, Loca lion, run number,
direct:Lon, bus number, and reason for curbing the bus.

The Operator should not fo Ll.ou other vehicles too closely. The
distance at whl.ch it is safe to follmf another vehicle depends on the
speed, the road, the traffic, and the weather conditions. The Operator

should stay back
at least one bus
length for each

I 10 H.P.H. of speed.
On wet or icy
streets, the
foHm·ring dis-
tan ce must be
considerably
greater. In

case the vehicle ahead comes to a sudden stop, the Operator must be
able to stop his bus 'and avoid an accident. This stop must not be
so sudden, however-, that standing passengers in the bus will be
knocked off balance. Keeping a safe following distance and being
constantly alert will avoid the necessityJor emergency \I stone walJ.l.'
stops.

Before attempting ~o pass another vehicle, the Operator must be
certain that he can pa~s safely. The Operator must make certain that
oncoming traffic lvill not interfere ,vith his passing, and he must check

his rear view,
and si de Vie1'l
mirrors to make
certain another
vehicle is not
attempting to
pass the bus.
The Operator
must sound a
warning of the
horn to indi-
cate his in-
tention to pass.

~wing Vehicles

---- -------~
A\ ••• I

~T LEAST ONE BUS LENGTH BACK

Overtaking. and Passing }1oiing Vehicles

----"-------~ -,~, ~...---~I r>I ----~
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While passing the vehicle, the Operator must make certain that

he has sufficient clearance on both sides. He must also be prepared
to slow down or stop if the driver of the other vehicle angles into
the path of the bus. If the driver of the other vehicle attempts to
race the bus, the Operator must reduce his speed and allow the other
vehicle to proceed.

Upon passing the vehicle, the Operator must make certain, from
observation in his r ear-vfew mirror, .that the rear of the bus is clear
of the vehicle being passed before angling back into the right-hand
lane.
Jassing Parked Vehicles

When passing parked vehicles, the Operator muat operate with
the expectation that a vehicle parked at the curb may pull directly
into the path of the bus. Some indications of a vehicle about to
r---------------------------------------------~ Ileave the curbr-----------------------------------------~ 'are that the.front wheels are'

jturned out, the
;headlights are on,
:the exhaust is
~visible, and the

.---r-:::J driver o£ the
L-..J:::::J " vehicle is in

the driver's seat.
The Operator must make certain that there is sufficient clearance

between the bus and the parked ehic1es. If he is not positive of the
clearance, he must stop the bus, open the front doors, and observe the
clearance between the bus and the pa rked vehf.c.l es ,

, :J!

l'1eet=4YL,andPassing Vehicles AJ?E...roachingfrom Qpposite Direction
When meeting a veltic1e approaching from the opposite direction,

the Operator mus'b rremember- that he cannot depend on the driver of the
other vehicle to use oh1y half the roadway. He must op.erate his bus• r----~--~ ··-,withthe
F realization

that the
followinggr:]-<---~<-- Jt;:--- - --situations
'can occur:
i1. An approach-
ing vehicle may
pull past the
cen ter line
'while passing

another vehicle, and 20 An approaching vehicle may make a left turn
into the path of the bus. The Operator should be certain that he
is in his proper lane and should be prepared to pull farther into
the right hand lq.ne, and slow down if necessary .•



Whenbeing over-taken by another vehicle, the Operator usually
receives certain indications that the driver intends to pass the
bus. The Operator may have observed thru his rear view or side vi.ew

mirror that
the vehicle has
approached at
a fast rate of
speed, or the
driver may sound
his horn to
indica te his
intention to
pass the bus.
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Being Overtaken and Passed by Anothe~,Vehicle

--.----- ----- .•....•~ .....
.......•..•..-----_~==.=-~<, .•••.,--->CJ:2]

'I'he Operator" in either instance, must reduce the speed of the
bus and permit the vehi.cle to pass the bus safely.

Whenthe vehicle is passing the bus, the Operator must operate
with the realization that the followIng situations can occur-s 1. The
vehicle maymake a right turn Ln front of the bus at an intersection,
and 2. The vehicle maymake a sharp turn into the path of the bus and
stop rapid..ly. The Operator must make certain that he has complete
control of the bus so that a complete stop can be made if either of
these instances occur.

While approaching intersections, alleys, and driveways, the
Operator must proceed cautiously, especially where his view or the
view of the other driver may be obstructed. He must operate his

bus with the
realiza tion
that the
following
situations
can occur:
1. Vehicles
on an inter-
secting street
may pull
directly into
the path of
the bus. This

is especially commonat "bus stop" intersections where drd.vers expect
the bus to stop; 2. Vehicles operating on driveways or in alley's may
pullout or back out directly into the path of the bus; and 3. Vehicles
may disregard traffic signs or signals. Havmg the right-of-way does
not excuse the Bus Operator if an accident occurs.
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Backing the Bus

Before bacld.ng the bus, the Operator- must obtain a clear picture
of the sur-round.lnge, and must make cer-taf,n that the rear of the bus
is clear.

vJhile backi, ng
the bus, the
Operator must
back SlO1<Ily,

4/fC._.... making use of
the rear and
side windovlS
so that an
immediate stop
can be made if
danger is seen.

If a pedestrian or vehicle approaches the rear of the bus ~vhile the
bus is backing, the Operator must stop and alloVTthe pedestrian or
vehicle to move out of the •.,raybefore continuing to back up. When
backi.ng the bus at night, the interior lights must be turned off.
Illumination from these lights prevents the Operator from seeing out
of the side and rear windows.

-;

Before backing the bus around a comer, the Operator must slowly
back the bus parallel to the curb until the rear coor of the bus is
a.Li.gne d ~-Jith the comer of the curb or any vehicle or object which
must be cleared on the intersecting street. Whenthe rear door is
aJ.igned with the curb or object, the Operator must. begin making his
turn.

The Operator must make the turn as near to a ninety-degree angle
as possible. He must be careful to keep the rear and sides of the
bus clear of signs, posts, or any other objects.

If the Operator is in doubt of the clearance, he must stop the
bus, open the frontal' rear doors, and observe the clearance be tween
the bus and the curb.

Before making a left turn, the Operator must, if possible, be in
the left or center lane at least 150 feet before the bus reaches the
intersection. Onbuses equipped with a turn indicator signal, the

signal must
indicate a left
turn at least
150 feet before
the bus reaches
the inter-
section. If,
the turn
indicator signal
is defective, or
the b '8 is not

equipped with a turn indicator signal, the Operato r must d.i.rpLay the
cor-rect, hand signal at least 150 feet before the intersection.

Makinga Left Turn
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'I'he Operator must allow traffic or pedestrinns to clear before

turning. 'Whenthe traffic is clear, he must make the turn slOl..]ly,
being careful to avoid striking signs or other objects. The front
and rear overhang must be watched while turning to avoid striking
other ve~cles or pedestrianso

Before making a right turn, the Operator must, if possible, be
in the right lane at least 150 feet before the bus reaches the inter-
section & Onbuses equipped with a turn indicator signal, the signal

must indicate
a riGht turn
at least 150 feet
before the bus
reaches the inter-
section. If the
-turn indica tor
signal is defec-
tive, or the bus
is not equipped
with a turn

indicator signal, the Ope ra tor must display the correct hand signal
at least 150 feet before the bus reaches the intersection.

MakiniL§lRight Turn

When making a right turn from a loading zone, the Operator must
pull awayfrom the curb at an angle so that the front end of the bus
is at least 10 feet from the curb. Whenthe front wheels of the bus
are past the corner of the curb' or past any vehicle or object which
must be cleared at the intersection, the Operator must begin making
his turn.

The Operator must allow pedestrians to clear before turning.
Whenthe pedestrians are clear, he must makethe turn slowly. The
front and rear overhang must be watched whi.Le turning to avoid
striking other vehicles, pedestrians, or other objects.

Pulling Bus II!..toCurb

Whenapproaching 'a loading zone, the Operator should operate t.he :
bus a safe distance from the curb to prevent other vehicles from
passing on the right. :

Whenangling
toward the curb,
the Operator
must check his

-- ~-- -- clearance with
any vehicles
i-lhichmaybe
parked at the
curb , en d with

line poles or other objects that may'be located near the curb.
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After reaching the loading zone, and just before making the final

stop, the Operator must angle the front wheels of the bus aw~y from the
curb, and bring the rear end of the bus as close to the curb as possible.
This action permits passengers to alight from the bus at the curb, does
not block the street, and places the bus in a po sation to be pulled
from the curb with the least amount of ef'fo r-t by the Operatcr-,
Passengers

When passengers are boarding the bus, the Operator must make
certain that the passengers are clear before closing the doors. 1he
Operator must request passengers entering the bus to step to the rear
of the bus to prevent the front of the bus from becoming overcrowdede
He must also make certain that the bus aisles are kept clear of such
tripping hazards as packages or suitcases.

If snow is on the ground, incoming passengers lull cause snow
to pile up on steps and platfonns, creating an accident hazard. The
Operator must keep the steps and platforms clean and may use sand if
the steps are icy. However, sand ~lst not be used on treadle-operated
steps, as sand will clog the mechanism, preventing the door from
operating properly.

Alighting Passenger~
When passengers are leaving the bus, the Opera tor must make

certain that all passengers are clear before closing the doors.
On buses equipped with rear treadle-type doors, the Operator must
make certain that the rear door,s remain open while passengers with
packages or small children are getting off the bus. To accomplish
this, the Operator must use the door emergency swi.t.ch,which opens
the rear door and holds the door open.

The Operator must also be alert for passengers who may cross
in front of the bus after alighting~

Pulling Bus from Curb
Before pulling Lhe bus from the curb, the Operator must look

ahead and to both left and right. He must check his rear view and
side view mirrors to detennine if there are vehicles approaching

from the rear.
He should wait
fa!' a gap in the
traffic before
pulling from the
curb.-~D21 ~

-..".~----~----

-----~[J?]
The Operator
must also be
attentive for
vehicles and

pedestrians who may cross in front of the bus, If vehicles or
pedestrians have started to cross the intersection, they have the
right to continue without interruption.
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Safeguarding Pedestrians

The Operator must operate with special caution to safeguard
pedestrians. There are many types of pedestrians who are unpre-
dictable in what they are going to do next. The old folks often

get confused;
the young
children have
no conception
of what danger
is and often
becomeun-
manageable at
a critical
time; and
intoxicated
persons are
unpredictable
all of the

time. Pedestrians may cross at intersections against the traffic
signal, step off the curb into the path of the bus, cross the street
in m1dblock, or movefrom behind or between parked vehicles. Pedes-
trians mayalso have physical or mental defects which are not apparent.
On rain.y~days, somepedestrians use umbrellas which obstruct their
view and some are uncomfortable from getting wet. 'I'hese pedestrians
take many unnecessar,y chances.

The Operator must be alert for all these hazards so that
accidents can be prevented. Ii the Operator is familiar with the
various types of pedestrians, he can avoid accidents by recognizing
accident circumstances and applying caution.
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